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Multiple Sclerosis is a feared but badly understood disease. Part of the problem is that the

symptoms range from physical disability to swallowing difficulties (which could be fatal), and to

depression or other emotional issues and challenges the patient never expected to face.Based

on over 25 years research and experience this book brings together information about the

symptoms of MS in a form that makes the information easy to find along with the latest tips on

how to beat the problems confronting people with MS."Know your enemy" is an essential motto

for anyone planning a campaign and fighting multiple sclerosis means being equipped with the

tools to spot where the enemy could be hiding, and where it might strike next.

Extremely well-written. Held my interest and allowed me to understand in broad strokes the

thorny and often messy field of genetic research. Having read this excellent book, I can say

that the subject matter has been 98% demystified for me. And for one who spent his career in

deliberate obfuscation, that's quite an achievement. --Dan Coffey, "Dr. Science" --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorDr. John

Quackenbush is Professor of Biostatistics and Computational Biology, Professor of Cancer

Biology, and Director of the Center for Cancer Computational Biology at the Dana-Farber

Cancer Institute, and Professor of Computational Biology and Bioinformatics at the Harvard

School of Public Health. Trained as a theoretical physicist, he transitioned to biomedical

research through his work on the Human Genome Project. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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Debbs, “Simple and To The Point!. I would highly recommend the book to anyone who wants a

preciseand conscientous list of MS symptoms they may be experiencing. Thisbook is to the

point and easy to discern for the patient or caregiver whois looking for symtom information.”

Kstarhawk, “Some good information, but it could have been a little more indepth,. What

information there is in this book is good but it felt like there was a lot of information that could

have been added, it feels like you are just getting into reading then all of a sudden the book

trails off,  leaving you wondering what help support and asvise should be in there,”

catherine gross, “Great information.. I liked this book because it covered a lot of information,

and it was easy to understand. I'm going to buy this book and hope I can get my husband to

read it. He doesn't understand. He thinks I am just lazy. I have almost all of the symptoms in

the book. And I can't explain why. Maybe this will help him to see I can't control everything.”

Selina Bragdon, “Thank you. I found this book very knowledgeable and it helped me

understand some things I did not know abut my disease”

The book by John Quackenbush has a rating of  5 out of 3.4. 6 people have provided feedback.
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